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ABSTRACT 
Let G be a subgroup of the full symmetric group S,, and x a character of G. A 
*-matrix can be defined as an n X n matrix B which satisfies dg( SX) = d:(X) for 
every n X n matrix X. They form a multiplicative group, denoted s(G, x), which 
plays a fundamental role in the study of equality of two decomposable symmetrized 
tensors. The main result of this paper (Theorems 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4) is a complete 
description of the matrices in S(G, x). This description has many consequences that 
we present. There are also results on related questions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S, be the full symmetric group of degree n. Let F be an arbitrary field, 
and c(o) a function from S, into F. If X = [xii] is an n X n matrix over F, 
d,( X ) denotes the generalized Schur function 
In [28] the present authors introduced the concept of *-matrix (for the 
complex field) and showed that the *-matrices form a subgroup of the 
* The authors wish to dedicate this paper to their teacher, Professor L. de Albuquerque on 
the occasion of his sixty-fifth birthday. 
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multiplicative group of nonsingular matrices. M. Marcus and J. Chollet [16] 
generalized the concept of *-matrix to a more general field as follows. Let G 
be a subgroup of S,, F a field of characteristic zero, and X : S, + F a function 
which is zero in S, - G and whose restriction to G is an absolutely irreducible 
character of G. The 12 X n matrix B over F is a *-matrix if and only if 
det I? * 0, d,@X) = d,(X) (1.1) 
for all matrices X over F of the same size as B. They showed that these 
matrices form a multiplicative group, which they denoted by S(G, x). 
The notion of *-matrix was motivated by the study of the conditions of 
equality of two decomposable symmetrized tensors [28, 30, 311. We give a 
brief resume of this study. 
Let V be a vector space over F of dimension m ( > n), and let @I V be its 
nth tensor power. If u E S,, 9(a) denotes the (unique) linear mapping from 
& V into itself satisfying 
Let 0, denote the subalgebra of L 6 V, &I V 
i 1 
generated by the 9’(o), 
u E S,. We denote by ‘9 the isomorphism of the group algebra FS, onto 8, 
defined by 
If c(u) is a function from S, into F, we identify it with the element 
c ~ E s c( u)u of FS, and denote by T, the element of 8, corresponding to it in 
the above isomorphism. Note that TOT, = Tab. By S(c) we denote the set of 
n X n matrices B satisfying 
det B * 0, 40X) = d,(X) 
for all n x n matrices X over F. It can be seen that S(c) is nonempty, as it 
contains the identity matrix. Moreover S(c) is a subgroup of the full linear 
group Gl(n, F). When c is a character of a subgroup G of S, and is equal to 
zero outside G, we prefer the notation S(G, X) of Marcus and Chollet, where 
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x is the restriction of c to G, instead of s(c). In this case we also prefer to 
write d:(X) instead of d,(X). 
Let I, be the set of all functions from (1,. . . ,n} into (1,. . . ,n}. If B = [ bi j] 
is an n x n matrix, B [ +\vT] with +, 7~ E r, denotes the matrix whose (i, j) 
element is b,+Ci, nCjj. The identity function of I,, will be denoted by e. 
The following result was proved in [28] for the complex field, and another 
result very close to it was proved in [15]. For the sake of completeness we 
give now a very easy proof valid for any field. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let c be a nonnull element of FS,. Let x1,. . .,x, be 
linearly independent vectors of V, and yl,. . . , y,, arbitrary vectors of V. Then 
T,(Y,@ . . . @yy,)=Tc(x,c3 ... @x,) (1.2) 
if and only if there is a matrix B = [bij] over F, ofsize n X n, such that 
yi = 5 b. .x 
1J I’ 
j= 1 
i= l,...,n, (1) 
Proof. If (1.2) holds, by a result of Merris [18] we have (yi,. . . , y,) = 
(X 1,. . . ,x,,). So there is a matrix B = [bij] such that yi = Ey= ,bijxj. Now an 
easy computation gives 
T,(Y,@ . *. BY,>= C Cc((J-‘)b,(l)j,...b,(,)j,Xj,~ ..* ‘xjn. 
jl....,jn 0 
Assume this is equal to C,c(m - 1)~,Cn@ . . . 8’~~~~). Since the vectors 
Xj,@ -- . axin are linearly independent (we recall that dimV > n), we must 
have 
CC(~-‘)bo(~)j, * . . bcr(n)h=O 
u 
when there are repetitions in j,, . . . , j,. So 
d,(B[l ,..., nlj, ,..., j,])=O. 
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If j, = n(k) with r E S,, we must have 
or 
d,(B[el7r]) = c(7V’). 
The converse is also easily proved. n 
THEOREM 1.2. Let B be an n x n matrix over F. It satisfies the condition 
(2) of the preceding theorem if and only if 
d,(BX) = d,(X) (l-3) 
for evey n x n matrix X over F. 
Proof. Let E be the n X n identity matrix. In (1.3) take X = E[elr], 
7~ E I?,. We obtain the condition (2) immediately. 
Assume now that the condition (2) holds. We have 
If there are repetitions in j, ,..., j,,, we have d,(B[l,..., n(jl ,..., j,,])= 0. 
Therefore 
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From the above results we derive a necessary and sufficient condition for 
a matrix B to belong to S(c) (c * 0), which we state in the following form 
more appropriate for our purposes: 
The matrix B = [ b,j] belongs to s(c) (c * 0) if and only if 
Tc(X~B)@ . . . @dB’) = T&3 . . . @x,) n 
where xl,..., x, are linearly independent vectors and 
xi”‘= 2 biixj, i=l 72. ,...> 
j= 1 
Observe that when c = 0, the implication 
B E S(c) * T,( x~~)@ . . . @x;~,) = T,(x,@ . 
is still valid. 
It is clear that S(c) can also be defined by 
S(c)={B:detB*O,7’,(~(,~)@ -3. @‘x(nB))=T,(x,@ . . 
the xi ‘s being linearly independent}. ( 1.4) 
Given B E Gl(n, F) we define g(B) by 
the xi ‘s being linearly independent}. (1.5) 
It is clear that q(B) is not empty, as 0 E q(B). Moreover, q(B) is a left 
ideal of FS,. The proof is a straightforward verification. 
Now let !J be the set of subgroups of Gl(n, F) ordered by inclusion, and 
let A be the set of left ideals of FS, ordered by inclusion also. If G E a, let 
G* = n q(B). 
BEG 
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J+ = Jyc). 
G* is a left ideal of FS,, and 1’ is a subgroup of Gl(n, 8’). We have 
defined the following mappings: 
If J E A, it is obvious that J c 9(B) for every B in J’. It follows that 
J c (J+)*. 
If G E Q it is obvious that G c s(c) for every c in G*. It follows that 
G _c (G*)+. 
We assume now that the characteristic of F does not divide n!. Then it is 
known [13, p. 4041 that every left ideal of FS, is a principal ideal and that we 
can choose an idempotent element as generator. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let J be a left ideal of FS, generated by b, i.e., J = FS, b. 
Then J+ = S(b). 
Proof. We have J+ = fl c ,+5(c). Since b E J we have J+ c S(b). Next 
we show that S(b) c J+. We can write 
J+=(FS,b)+= c?ab S(c)= fQs S(ab). 
asFS, 
n 
The proof will be complete if we show that S(ab) 2 S(b). This is a conse- 
quence of the definition (1.4) and of the fact that 
G(Y+’ . . . @y,)=Tb(xl@ --. @x,) 
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upon application of T, to both sides yields 
T,,(Y,@ . . . BY,) = To&@ . . . 8x,). 
It is easy to verify that the mappings + : A --f D and * : il+ A define a 
Galois connection between A and Q [Z, p. 561. As a consequence *’ : A + A 
and ’ * : 52 + f2 are closure mappings. 
THEOREM 1.4. The closed elements of D are precisely the subgroups S(c), 
c E FS,. 
Proof Immediate. n 
It is now easy to see that two groups S(b) and S(c) are equal if and only 
if the ideals FS, b and FS, c have the same closure in A. 
2. THE MATRICES IN S(H, x) 
The purpose of this section is to give a complete description of the 
matrices in the group $( H, x), where H is a subgroup of S, and x a character 
of H. Then we present some consequences of this description and show that 
among them there are various (improvements of) known results. The proofs 
below can be done by using multilinear algebra tools. However, we prefer to 
use matrix theoretical arguments only. Thus our definition of a *-matrix and 
our arguments are independent of the more elaborate multilinear algebra 
notions. 
We assume throughout that c(e) * 0, where e is the identity permutation. 
In the sequel we use the following definition of a *-matrix: 
The R X n matrix B, over F, is a *-matrix if and only if 
d,(BX) = d,(X) 
for all matrixes X, over F, of the same size as B. 
THEOREM 2.1. Zf B is a *-m&ix, then det B * 0. 
Proof. Assume B is singular. There will be a nonzero column 
Xl 
x= : I.1 x* 
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such that Bx = 0. Let xi be the first component of x that is nonzero. Let X be 
the matrix whose ith column is x, xjj = 1 for j* i, the remaining elements 
being zero. BX has a zero column. Thus H,(BX) = 0 but d,(X) = c(e)xi * 0, 
violating the definition of *-matrix. n 
Thus Marcus and Chollet’s condition det B * 0 in (1.1) is not necessary. 
It is now easy to show that the *-matrices form a group [16], the group 
S(c). 
REMARK. After the completion of this paper we noticed that Theorem 
2.1 appeared in Chollet’s thesis [5] for *-matrices in the sense of Marcus and 
Chollet. The proof is the same. However, for the reader’s convenience we 
include it here. 
Let (p, u E S, ( G r,), and let A = [ai j] be an n X n matrix. Let P($) 
denote the permutation matrix whose (i, j) element is Si, +(j) (Sjj being the 
Kronecker symbol). We have already defined what is meant by A [ up 1 a]. It can 
be easily seen that A[+la] = P(+-‘)AP(a). 
Choose a fixed permutation r of S,, and define f, : S, + F by f,(u) = 
c(~ua _ ‘). Clearly f,(e) * 0. It is a simple exercise to show that d,(A) = 
dfn(P(n - ‘)AP( n)). 
For the proof of our main result we need several lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. S(L)= P(n-‘)S(c)P(r). 
Proof. Let A ES(c). We have d,(AX)= d,(X) for all X. Then 
for P(a - ‘)XP(?r) arbitrary. This means that P(m - ‘)AP(lr) E s( f,). Thus 
we have the inclusion P(m _ ‘asp c s(f,). Similarly for the opposite 
inclusion. n 
LEMMA 2.2. Let S,, be the fill symmetric group acting on the numbers 
n,+ ... +n,_i+l,...,n,+ ... +n,_, + ni (the ni’s are positive integers 
satisfying n1 + . . . + n, = n). Let G be equal to the direct product S,,, 
. . . x S and c(u)= E(U), where E(U) is the sign of u for u E G and zero 
ir u E G.“khen 
S(c)={M:M=M,@ ... @M,.,detM=l), 
where Mi is ni x n, and CB denotes the direct sum of matrices. 
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Proof If B is an n X n matrix, let us denote by Bi its ni X r+ principal 
submatrix contained in the rows n,+ .*. +ni_,+l,...,n,+ .+. +ni_r+ 
n,. With c(u) as above it is clear that d,(B) = lll=,det Bi. Let M = M, 
CB ... @M,anddetM=l. Wehave 
d.(MX)= I?det(MiXi)= fidetMifidetXj= fidetXj. 
i=l i=l j=l j=l 
On the other hand d,(X) = n&,det Xi. Thus M E s(c). 
Assume now that M E s(c). Taking X the identity matrix, we see that 
II:= I det Mi = 1. So no Mi is singular. We show that M cannot have a nonzero 
element not belonging to one of the principal submatrices Mi. Assume, for 
example, that rnaB *Owith1<o<nn,,n,<p<n,+n2.Letybeaninteger 
satisfying 1 < y < n,. Take as X the matrix with l’s on the main diagonal, 1 in 
the position (/I, y), and O’s elsewhere. Let MlY) be the matrix obtained from 
M, by replacing its yth column by u = [mlg,. , .,mn,P]T. Since d,(MX) = 
d,(X) = 1, we have 
[detM,+detMiY)] hdetM,=I. 
i=2 
Since fll= r det Mi = 1, we can write det M[Y) = 0. The integer y may be any 
one of the numbers 1 , . . . , n 1. We can conclude that u depends linearly on any 
set of ni - 1 columns of M,. This implies that u = 0 and so map cannot be 
different from zero. Therefore M = M,CB . . . CB M,. Now lYIl= 1 det Mi = 1 
implies det M = 1. n 
We need the following result, which is unlikely to be new. As we have not 
been able to locate it in the literature, we give a proof for completeness. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a subgroup of S, generated by transpositions. Let 
A i,..., A, be the orbits of G, and SA8 the full symmetric group acting on Ai. 
Then 
G = SA, x . . . x S,/ 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number k of transpositions 
generating G. If k = 1, it is evident. Assume the theorem true for k - 1 
generators. Let G = (pi,, . . , rk), where 7j is a transposition. Let G’ = (pi, . . . , 
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rk_l). Let A,,..., A, be the orbits of G’. By induction 
G’=SA,xSA2X ..* Xs,,. 
Now adjoin rk. If rk transposes two elements in the same orbit, the group 
remains the same and the orbits are not altered. So in this case the theorem is 
true. Let now 7k be the transposition (i, j) with i E A,, say, and j E AZ. The 
orbits become A,U A,, A3,...,As, and the group becomes (S,, X’S&,, rk) X 
sa, x . . . x S& It is sufficient to show that Sb, u h, = (S,, X Sh,, TV). So the 
proof will be complete if we prove that any transposition of two elements of 
A, U Aa belongs to (S,, X S&,, rk). Consider the transposition ((Y, p). If a, ,B E 
A, or (Y, /3 E A,, we trivially have ((Y, /3)~ Sa, or (a, ,8) E Sa, respectively. 
Assume (Y E Ai and /3 E A,. Since (a, /?) = ((u, i)(i, j)(j, p)(i, j)(a, i), we have 
(a3 P) E Fkl X SQ rk). H 
If H is a subgroup of S,, and c a function from H into F, we denote by H, 
the subgroup of H generated by those transpositions of H such that c(r) = 
- c(e). If H has no transposition or all of them satisfy c(r) * - c(e), then H, 
is, by definition, equal to (e}. 
The next lemma is a generalization of a result of M. Marcus and J. Chollet 
P61. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let H be a subgroup of S,, and c: H + F with c(e) * 0. 
Assume that 
H,=S,,x ... xS,, 
where S,! has the same meaning as in Lemma 2.2. Let L = [ Lij] be a 
nonsingular lower triangular n x n matrix. Assume that d,(LX) is indepen- 
dent of X whenever X is an upper triangular matrix with IIFD’=,xii = 1. 
Then if i and j belong to different orbits of H,, we have Lii= 0. 
Proof. This proof is an adaptation of the proof given by M. Marcus and 
J. Chollet for their Lemma 2 in [16]. 
Let x be an indeterminate over the field F, and E(‘)+‘(i) the matrix 
obtained from the identity matrix by adding x times column j to column i. 
Take X = E(nl+l)+r(nl). Let us compute d,(LX). If the permutation 
( nl, n, + 1) does not belong to H, we have 
dALX)= c(e) ii L + 4eW,,+l,nl fIl Ljj. 
i=l 
i=+nl+l 
Since this must be independent of x, we have LnI+ l,n, = 0. 
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Assume now that (ni, ni + 1) E H. It cannot belong to H,, as otherwise 
(1,. . . , n,} and {n,+l,..., n, + n,) would not be two distinct orbits of H,. 
Thus c(n,, n, + 1)s - c(e). Now we have 
dE,(LX)=C(e) iiLii+XL,l+,,,~(c(e)+c(n,,n,+l)) fi Lii’ 
i=l i=l 
ien,+ 
Again we conclude that LnI + 1, “, = 0. 
Next, using X = E(“1+2)+x(“l), we prove that Ln,+2,n, = 0. Then with 
X = E(nls3)+x(nl) we prove that Ln,+B,n, = 0, etc. In this way we can show 
that all the elements below L,,, n in column n, of L are equal to zero. 
Now taking X z E(“,+i)+X&) and then X = E(nl+z)+x(nl- ‘), etc., we 
show that L,,+i,,,_i= Ln,+2,n,-l=.. . = 0. In the next steps we take 
successively 
X = E(n,+l)+x(n,-2) E(“1+2)+X(“1--2) ,.... 
It is now obvious how to complete the proof. n 
LEMMA 2.5. Let the assumptions concerning H and c(o) be the same as 
in Lemmu 2.4. Let R = [ Rij] be a nonsingular upper triangular n X n matrix. 
Assume that d,(RX) is independent of X whenever X is a lower triangular 
matrix with Jl:_lxii = 1. 
Then if i and j belong to diffment orbits of H,, we have R,, = 0. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of the preceding lemma. n 
Let H be a subgroup of S,, and X an F-valued character of H. We assume 
now that the characteristic of F does not divide x(e). Denote by 2(x) the set 
of elements T of H satisfying 
x(e)x(Tu> =x(7)x(a) (2.1) 
for all u in H. The identity permutation belongs to ‘Z(x). Furthermore Z(x) 
is a subgroup of H. It can be easily seen that the function g( 7) = x(7)/x(e) 
[T E Z(x)] is a linear character of T(x). 
From now on we assume that the characteristic of the field F is larger than 
2 and than the degree of the representation that affords X. [Thus it does not 
divide x(e).] 
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LEMMA 2.6. Let H be a subgroup of S,, and x an F-valued character of 
H. Then 
(a) HT c z(x) 
(b) ~,~,(a)= e(u)x(e), where E(U) is the sign of u. 
(c) If Ul,..., ur is a system of left coset representatives of H, relatively to 
H, we have 
d:(B)= i x(uj)dr7(B[1 ,..., trIej(l) ,..., uj(n)]). 
j=l 
Proof. Let U(u) be a matrix representation of H affording x. Let 
H,=(rl,...,rk).SincerF= e, we have U2( ri) = E, where E is the x(e)-square 
identity matrix. Therefore U( ri) is diagonalizable, and its characteristic values 
are 1 or - 1. Since x(ri) = - x(e), and bearing in mind the assumptions on 
the characteristic of F, all the characteristic values must be equal to - 1. So 
U(T,)=-E. Let r be an element of H, with v=T~;“~~,. Then U(n)= 
(- 1)fE = &(a)E and x(a)= s(r)x(e). This proves (b). 
If now u is an arbitrary element of H, we can write 
u(m) = U(a)U(u) = +r)U(u). 
If 7~ E H, we have E(V) = x(r)/x(e) and therefore 
x(e>x(au) = x(~>x(u)+ 
Hence r E ‘2(x). This proves (a). 
Let us now prove (c). Let 
H = a,H, + . . . + u,H,. 
We have 
d,W(‘) =i C X(uj+> iIfIlbi,o,+cij. 
j=l +sHT 
For + E H, we have U( +) = e( +)E. Therefore 
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and so 
We can write 
X( ujG) = “(+)X(“j>* 
d,H(B)= i X("j> C 4G) Ii ‘i,o,+(i) 
j=l QEHT i=l 
REMARK. To simplify the notation let us denote B[l,..., n]ai(l) ,..., 
“,nluj(l),‘..,uj(n)]). n 
uj(n)] by Bi. Let A,,..., A, be the orbits of H,. Let BJA,] be the brincipal 
submatrix of Bj formed with the rows and columns numbered by the numbers 
in A,. Bearing Lemma 2.3 in mind, there is no difficulty in seeing that 
dF(Bj) = kerdetB,[Ak]. 
Thus the above formula can be written 
This formula expresses the Schur function d:(B) in terms of the determi- 
nants of certain submatrices of B, showing the central role played by the 
determinant among all the Schur functions. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let H, x, and E have the same meaning as in the preceding 
lemma. Then S(H,, E) c S(H, x). 
Proof. If A E S(H,, E), we have 
dyT( AX) = d?(X) 
for X arbitrary. 
(2.2) 
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The formula in (c) of Lemma 2.6 can be written 
d,H(B) = i X(Oj)dfqBP(Oj)). 
j=l 
Applying this formula to AY and using (2.2), we get 
d,H(AY) = d;(Y) 
for Y arbitrary. Thus A E s( H, x). n 
The proof of the next theorem was inspired by techniques used in [16]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let H be a subgroup of S,, and x an F valued character 
of H. Assume HT=Snlx .‘. xS,~, where S_ has the same meaning as in 
Lemmu 2.2. Then a matrix B is in s( H, x) if and only if it is of the form 
B = MDP( 7) 
with M in S(H,, E), T E Z(x), and D a diagonal matrix with det D = 
x(r>/x(e>. 
Proof. Let B E S(H, x). As is well known, there is a permutation -r in S,, 
such that 
BP(T) = LR, 
where L is lower triangular with diagonal elements equal to 1, and R is upper 
triangular. Since B E s( H, x), we have 
d,H(BX)= d;(X) 
for X arbitrary. We can write 
d,H(LRP(+)X)=d;(X). 
Setting 2 = RP(r -‘)X, we get 
d,H(LZ) = d;(P(T)R-‘2). (2.3) 
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Since RP( 7 - ‘) is nonsingular, Z is arbitrary. Suppose Z is upper triangu- 
lar and rI:,rzii=l. If r@H, dl(P(r)RPIZ)=O. By (2.3), dz(LZ)=O. 
Take Z = E, the identity matrix. We would have dt( L) = 0, which is impossi- 
ble. Therefore T E H. This implies dz(P(T)R-‘Z)= x(~-~)Rh’. . . R,-,‘. 
Thus d t( LZ) is independent of 2 provided that Z is upper triangular with 
ny= rzii = 1. By Lemma 2.4, Lij = 0 whenever i and jare in different orbits of 
Hr. Since det L = 1, by Lemma 2.2 L E S(H,, E), and by Lemma 2.7 
L E S(H, x). 
Now take Z = RW in (2.3). We obtain 
d,H( LRW) = d,H(P( r)W). 
Since L E S(H, x), we have 
d;(LRW)=d;(RW), 
and so 
d,H(RW)=d;(P(T)W). 
As above, it can be shown that the right hand side is independent of W 
whenever W is lower triangular with the product of the diagonal elements 
equal to 1. By Lemma 2.5 we have R jj = 0 whenever i and i are in different 
orbitsofH,.TakeD=diag(R,,,..., R,,). By Lemma 2.2, RD-’ E S(H,, E). 
We have 
B=(LRD-‘)DP(+), 
where the matrix M = LRD - ’ is a matrix in S(H,, E) as both L and RD ~ ’ 
belong to S( H,, E). Thus 
B=MDP(T-‘), MeS(HT,e), TEH. 
Since B, M E S( H, x), we have 
DP(+)&(H,x). 
Therefore for any u E H we can write 
d,H(DP(+)P(a-‘))=d;(P(o+))=+). 
206 
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Consequently we have 
Taking u = e, we obtain 
x(e)=x(T)detD. 
Now (2.4), (2.5), and the fact that X(W) = X(TU) give 
x(e)x(To> = x(7)x(u) (2.6) 
which shows that r E Z(x) and so r - ’ E z(x). 
From (2.5) we get 
The equality (2.6) for u-= T _ ’ gives 
x(e12 xb>=---- XV>. 
Hence 
det D = w. 
As a conclusion, B can be written 
B = MDP(T-') 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
with 7-l E a(x), M E S(H,, E), and D a diagonal matrix with determinant 
x(7 - ‘)/x(e). 
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Conversely, let B be a matrix of this form. If u E H, we can write 
= x(ru -‘)det D. 
Since 7 - ’ E X(x), we have 
1 _ X(4XW1> x(70- >- x(4 . 
Therefore 
d;(DP(7+)[1)..., +7(l) )..., u(n)])= “(‘)p *. 
Takingo=r-’ in (2.1), we see that 
x(eJ2 = x(T>x(~-‘>. 
Hence 
d;(DP(T-‘)[l)...) nlu(l) ,...) u(n)])=x(u-1). 
IfuEH,then(a-lr)-l@Handso 
(2.7) 
d:‘(DP(~~‘)[1,...,n~u(1),...,u(n)]=d,H(DP(u-’~)~‘)=0. (2.8) 
If u is an element of I?,, not in S,, it is clear that (2.8) still holds. Using 
Theorem 1.1, we conclude that DP(T-l)~ S(H, x). Since A4 E S(H,, E)C 
S( H, x), it follows that B is a matrix in S(H, x). n 
THEOREM 2.3. Let H be a subgroup of S,, and x an F valued character 
of H. Let C$ be an element of S, such that +- ‘H,+ has orbits (nl + . ’ . + 
nip,+1 ,...) n,+ ... +ni_l+ni}, i=l,..., r (the ni’s are positive integers 
satisfying nl + . . . + n, = n). 
Define f+: $-‘H$ ---) F by f+(u) = x(c$oc#~~). 
men S(H, x) = P($)S(@ ‘HG, &)P(+-‘). 
Proof. Immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1. n 
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Theorem 2.3 is the main result of this section, as it completely describes 
the group S(H, x) of *-matrices. In fact it gives S(H, x) in terms of 
S(+-‘H+, &,). Since ($J _ ‘H+), = +- ‘H&, S(+- ‘H+, &) is determined by 
Theorem 2.2 in terms of S( H,, E). Finally s( H,, E) is determined by Lemmas 
2.1 and 2.2. Thus we can say that if A E S(H, x), it can be written as 
A = P(+)MDP(+‘(+-‘), 
where all the symbols have the obvious meaning. We can write 
or 
A = M,D,P(y > 
with M, = P(+)MP(+-‘), D, = P(+)DF’(+-l), and y = @r+P’. Since %(f+) 
= (P-‘%(X)+, we have y E Z(x). It is also easy to see that M, E S(H,, E). 
To sum up we state the following result: 
THEOREM 2.4. l%e matrix A belongs to S(H, x) if and only if 
A = MDP( y) (2.9) 
where M E S(H,, E), D is a diagonal matrix with det D = x(y)/x(e), and 
Y E Rx). 
REMARKS. Assume F is algebraically closed. The matrix D can be written 
where D, is a diagonal matrix with determinant 1. Noticing that det( MD,) = 
det Mdet D, and that the (i, j) element of MD, is zero if and only if the (i, j) 
element of M is zero, we conclude that in this case we can describe the 
matrices of S( H, x) as being the matrices of the form 
with M E S( H,, E) and y E z(x). 
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The descriptions of the matrices of S(H, x) in the cases (i) H = S,, 
x(a)= sgno, (ii) H = S,, x(a)= 1, (iii) H= {e} have been well known for 
many years. There is no difficulty in seeing that these descriptions can be 
easily recovered from Theorem 2.4. 
3. PROPERTIES OF THE GROUP S(H, x) 
By definition W(x) is the subgroup of a(x) consisting of the permutations 
r such that 
X(TU> = 4T)X(U) 
[ E( 7) is the sign of r] for every u in H. 
By (b) of Lemma (2.6) we have H, 2 Q(x). 
There is no difficulty in showing that 7 E &(x) if and only if 7 E Z(x) 
and X(T)= &(7)x(e). 
THEOREM 3.1. S(&(x), E) is a nomud subgroup ofS(H, x), and W(x) is 
a normal subgroup of 2(x). Moreover 
S(H, x)/S@(x)> E) = %(x>/@(x). 
Proof Firstly we show that Q(x) is normal in z(x). Let y E a(x) and 
v E 2(x). We have 
x(y) = 4y)x(e), 
or 
XC” -lYT)=E(TplyT)x(e). 
Since 71 -‘ym E Z(x), this equality proves that m-‘ym E W(x). So 6?(x) is 
normal in 2(x). 
Now consider the mapping 
h: S(H, x) + %x)/@(x) 
defined as follows. If A E S(H, x), write it as A = MDP(r) according to 
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Theorem 2.4. Put h(A) = F, where ?T is the coset @(x)v. We show that h is 
well defined. Let 
We have 
A = MDP( V) = M,D,P( nl). 
M,= MDP(r)P(r,-‘)D;? 
Taking determinants (recall that det M, = det M = l), 
1 = det Ddet 0; ‘E( rn-- ’ ) . 
Since det D = x(r)/x(e), det 0;’ = X(TT-‘)/x(e), we can write 
and so 
This shows that ~~~~~ E 6?(x), i.e., ?i = iii. 
Next we prove that h-is homomorphic. Let A and B be matrices of 
S( N, x) with A = MDP( T) and B = M’D’P( 7). Let 
AB = MDP( T> M’D’P( T) = M”D”P( y>. 
We have 
detAB=detDdetD’&(r7)=detD”e(y), 
which implies 
T&l XoE(TT) = X(V)+) 
x(e) x(e) x(4 
Since m, 7 E 2(x) we have 
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Again or E Z(x), and therefore 
Now x(y)x(y -‘) = x(e)2 implies 
Therefore 
aTy-'E @(x)9 
and so 7 =,= 6~. This proves that Iz(AB) = h(A)h(B). 
Finally we have to show that Kerh = S(Q), E). We have 
MDP(rn):M~s(Hr,&),detD= x(r) -G=@,(X) 
x(e) 
and 
S(@(X),E)= MDP(a):M~s(&(x),,&),detD= 
i 
Since H, G a(x), it is clear that H, = 62(x&. It is also easy to see that 
Z(E)= Q(x). For 71 E a(x), x(r)/x(e) is equal to E(T). Thus the above sets 
coincide. n 
If x is a character of H afforded by the representation U(a), we denote by 
z the character of H afforded by the contragredient representation, i.e., 
X(u)= x(a -1). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let x be a character of H. Then S(H, X) = S(H, x)~, 
where S( H, x)~ denotes the set of the transposes of the matrices of S( H, x). 
Proof. Let A E s( H, x). Using Theorem 2.4, 
A = MDP(x). 
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We have 
AT= P(m+)DMT. 
Let 
Since ME S(H,, E), it follows that MT (see Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2) and 
(MT)- ’ also belong to S( HT, E). Furthermore 
detD-l= xce> x(“+) xb> -=--_=- 
x(4 x(4 . 
Hence B E S(H, x) as z(x) = z(X). Now B - ‘, which is equal to A*, also 
belongs to S( H, X). H ence S(H, x)~ c S(H, X). In the same way we prove 
that S( H, x)~ c S( H, x) and therefore that S(H, X) c S( H, x)‘, completing 
the proof. n 
COROLLARY 1. Let x satisfy x = X. IfA E S(H, x), then AT E S(H, x>. 
COROLLARY 2. Let x be an arbitrary F-valued character of H. Then 
A~S(H,~)ifundonlyif 
d,H(XA) = d;(X) 
for every X, over F, of the same size as A. 
Proof. It is well known that d!$ B) = dg(BT) for every n-square matrix. 
Assume A E S( H, x). Since AT E S( H, x), we have 
d;(XA)=d;(ATXT)=d;(XT)=d;(X). 
Now assume that dt(XA)= d:(X). We have 
d;( ATXT) = d,H( XT) 
for every n-square matrix X. This means that AT E S( H, x). By the preceding 
theorem A E S( H, x). n 
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4. THE EXPONENT p(A) 
In [14] M. Marcus proved that if A E S( H, x), there exists a positive 
integer p such that 
(4.1) 
and 
(det A)P = 1. 
Denote by p(A) the least positive integer p for which (4.2) holds. In [27] 
some questions concerning the exponent p were raised, as, for example: (i) 
determine the range of p(A) as A runs over S(H, x); (ii) if it is not possible to 
find the complete range of p(A), find a bound better than (4.1); (iii) 
characterize those pairs H, x for which p(A) = 1. We answer these questions 
below. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let B E S(H, x). We have det B = 1 if and only if 
B E S(Q)> E). 
Proof. If B E S(&(x), E), we have B= MDP(a) with det D=&(r). 
Therefore det B = det ME(T)&(T) = 1. Assume now that B E S(H,x) and 
det B = 1. We have B = MDP(?r) with det D = x(n)/x(e). Since det B = 1, 
the equality x(a)/x(e) = E(T) must hold. It follows that r E e(x) and so 
that B E S( a(x), E). n 
COROLLARY 1. Let B E S(H, x) with B = MDP(r). The integer p(B) is 
exactly the order of the element @(x)?T of the group %(x)/@(x). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, BP has determinant 1 if and only if BP E 
S(&(X), E). Therefore p(B) is the order of the coset S(@(x), e)B as element 
of the group S( H, x)/S(@(x), E). Using now the isomorphism established by 
Theorem 3.1 and noticing that in this isomorphism s(@(x), E)B corresponds 
to W(X)Z-, we complete the proof. n 
As an immediate consequence of this corollary we have 
COROLLARY 2. The range of p(A) as A runs over S(H, x) is the set of 
the orders of the elemmts of the group %(x)/Q(x). 
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Notice that knowing the pair H, x, we can construct the groups a(x) and 
g(x), Therefore Corollary 2 can be considered a complete answer to question 
(i) above, as it gives the range of p(A) in terms of the pair H, x. 
The answer to question (iii) above is also immediate: 
COROLLARY 3. The range ofp(A) is (1) if and only if k?(x) = Z(x). 
Another question that has been investigated is the search for conditions 
for all the matrices in S(H, x) to be generalized permutation matrices (i.e., 
matrices which are a product of a diagonal matrix by a permutation matrix). 
The following result settles the question. 
THEOREM 4.2. The group S( H, x) consists solely of generalized permuta- 
tion matrices if and only if H, = (e}. 
Proof If A E S(H, x), we have, according to Theorem 2.4, 
A = MDP( T) 
with M E s( H,, E). Now by Lemma 2.2, M is diagonal if and only if 
H, = {e}. n 
This result contains as particular cases Theorem 5.2 of [28] and the first 
portion of Theorem 1 of [16]. The second portion is contained in Corollary 1 
above. Theorem 4.2 has an interesting (and obvious) interpretation in terms of 
equality of star products of vectors. 
5. THE GROUP Z:(x) 
In this section we wish to make an observation concerning the group 
%(xX (gee [41, [211.) 
If x is a character of H, Z(x) was defined by 
Z(x) = {n E H: x(e)x(m) = x(n)x(o) Vu E H}. (5.2) 
If x is a complex character of H, it is usual to define a subgroup also denoted 
a(x), but that for the time being we denote by Z’(x), as 
z’(x) = {r E H: Ix(r)/ = x(e)). 
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We show that when x in (5.2) is a complex character, then in fact Z:(x) = 
Z’(x). 
If r E a(x), we get from (5.2) 
xb-)xb -1) =x(e)“. 
For complex characters x(n) = x(n -I). Thus 
IX(~)1 =x(e) 
and so 7~ E Z’(x). We have proved that ~(x)c a’(x). We prove now the 
opposite inclusion. 
Let 71 E Z’(x). Let U(a) be a representation of H affording x. We have 
ItrU(7r)l = trE. (5.3) 
It is well known that this equality implies 
U( 77) = XE, (5.4) 
where h is a root of unity. Now if u is an arbitrary permutation in H we have 
u(?ru) = U(‘“)U(u) = AU(u) 
and so 
XC’““) = Xx(e). 
Now (5.4) gives X(V) = Ax(e). Thus 
x(e) = x(no> = x(m>x(u> 
and so 7~ E Z(x). Therefore X’(X)_C Z(x). 
6. s( H, x) SIMILARITY 
Let A be an n X rt matrix over F, and H and x be as before. The (H, x) 
Schur polynomial of A is, by definition, 
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where E is the identity matrix. This polynomial has been studied by numerous 
authors [1, 3, 6-10, 17, 19, 20, 24-261. In this section we relate the Schur 
polynomial to a problem raised by C. Johnson [ 111. 
Let G be a subgroup of Gl(n, F). Let A and B be two n X n matrices over 
G 
F. We say that A and B are G-similar, denoted A - B, if there exists T E G 
such that 
A=T-lBT. 
G 
Of course - is an equivalence relation. The equivalence classes will be 
called G-classes. As is well known A and B are Gl( n, F) equivalent if and only 
if A and B have the same invariant polynomials. C. Johnson considered the 
G-classes for groups G not equal to Gl(n, F). We have the following result. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let x be a character of H. Zf A and B are S( H, x)-similar, 
then they have the same (H, x) Schur polynomial. 
Proof. Assume there exists T in S(H, x) such that A = T - ‘BT. Then 
T ~ ‘(xE - A)T = xE - B. Since T and T - ’ E S( H, x), and using Corollary 2 
to Theorem 3.2, 
d;(xE-B)=d,H(T-‘(xE-A)T)=d,H((xE-A)T)=d,N(xE-A). n 
COROLLARY. Let x be a character of H. Let xi, i E I, be the set of those 
characters of subgroups of S, (xi being a character of the subgroup Hi) such 
that FS, xi, i E I, has the same closure (in the sense of Section 1) as FS, x 
(we are identifying the character xi of Hj with the function from S, into F 
which coincides with xi on Hi and is zero on S,, - xi). Then for all i E I the 
(Hi, xi) Schur polynomial of A is equal to the (Hi, xi) Schur polynomial 
of B. 
Proof. Immediate. n 
7. THE INVERSE PROBLEM 
In this section we consider what we call the “inverse problem,” which is 
the following. Let 9 be a subgroup of Gl( n, F). Does there exist a subgroup H 
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of S, and a character x of H such that S( H, x) = 8? If the answer is 
affirmative, find H and x. 
We start with the following result. 
THEOREM 7.1. Consider the group S( H, x). There is a subgroup G of H 
and a linear character p of G such that 
S(H, x) = S(G, P). 
Proof It is clear that as a consequence of Theorem 2.4 
where x’ is the restriction of x to ‘Z(x). Let k be the degree of the character 
x. We know that p = x’/k ( we are still assuming that the characteristic of F is 
larger than k) is a linear character of X(x). It is easy to see that S(Z(x), x’) 
= S@(x), p). n 
As a consequence of this theorem, in the inverse problem we may start by 
seeking a group H and a linear character x such that S( H, x) = 8. We may 
proceed as follows. 
If S( H, x) exists (with x linear), there is a permutation r$ (see Theorem 
2.3) such that 
where (+- ‘H+), has as orbits (1,. . . ,n,}, (nl + 1,. . . ,n, + n,}, etc., and f+ is a 
linear character of +-‘H+. Since S(+-‘H+, &)= I’(+- ‘)S(H, x)P(+) (and 
bearing in mind the structure that the matrices of S(H, x) must have), we 
may start by trying to assign to each matrix B of 4 two permutations + and ‘ks 
($ fixed and 9s a function of B) in such a way that P(+- ‘)BP(\k,) will be of 
the form 
c74 
where Mi is ni X ni and ni does not depend on B. Moreover the mapping 
B + 9, must be such that *A = ‘II, implies det A = det B. Let 7~s = qi ‘+. 
Consider now the set { rB : B E 4). This set should be a group: it is a candidate 
to be $- ‘119. Now the function f: (7~g: B E Q} + F defined by f(rB) = 
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E( rB)det I3 should be a linear character of { rB: B E s”}. Assume it is. In this 
case the only candidate for S(+P’H+, f+) is S((T~: I? E 9}, e(re)det B). If 
this group is equal to 8, we have found a solution. Otherwise we have to start 
all over again and try a different assignment of permutations to each matrix B, 
etc. It may be of some use, in the course of this process, to notice that once 
we have brought the matrices to the form (7.1), the only possibility for 
+-‘H,+isS,lXS n2 X *.. x S,,. If, for example, one of the matrices B is fully 
irreducible, the only possibility for HT is precisely the whole S,,. In such a case 
the unique candidate for the group (~7~: I3 E G> is, of course, S,. 
The work of both authors developed as part of their activities as members 
of the Centro de Matemcitica da Universidade de Coimbra and Centro de 
Algebra da Universidade de Lisboa for the second author. 
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